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Cyanotypes

Workshops can range from drop-in 30 min 
sessions to 1/2 day classes and will result 
in finished prints to be taken away. 

The Cyanotype is a cameraless photographic 
printing process that produces a cyan-blue 
print. Absorbent materials -including papers, 
fabrics, woods and cardboards, are coated 
with a light sensitive solution and dried in a 
darkened space. 

Once dry, the material is layered with 
objects or large format negatives and 
exposed to a source of ultraviolet light 
(either the sun or a UV exposure unit). 
Exposure time will vary depending on 
the strength of the UV light and can be 
anywhere from 2 minutes to a few hours. 
Once thoughrouly washed in water, areas 
of the material that have been touched by 
light, remain blue, while any areas that 
were hidden from UV light source will 
become white. 

During an extended workshop, cyanotypes 
can be toned using a range of household 
substances to produce a variety of shades 
and hues.

Lumen prints

Workshops can range from drop-in 40 min sessions to full day classes 
and will result in finished prints to be taken away.

Lumen printing is a cameraless photographic printing process that works 
particularly well with organic materials. It can be done with any old, out of 
date or fogged photographic paper or film.

Materials and specimens are collected and picked for the workshop. These 
are then placed onto the photographic paper or photographic film and 
weighted down inside a frame and exposed to a source of ultraviolet light 
(either the sun or a UV exposure unit). Exposure time will vary depending 
on the strength of the UV light and can be anywhere from 10 minuets 
to 2 hours. The paper is then fixed in rapid paper fixer and washed to 
produce a final print. 

Colours will usually change after fixing the work. So, if a scanner is 
available, work will be scanned before placing it into the fixer. 



Anthotypes

Workshops can range from 2 hour sessions to 1/2 day classes 
and will result in finished prints to be taken away. 
 
An Anthotype is a cameraless photographic printing process that 
uses photosensitive pigments made from plants. Each plant will 
produce a different coloured pigment and will have a different 
exposure time.

Light sensitive plant materials, such a certain petals and leaves, 
are collected, ground down and mixed with distilled water or 
denatured alcohol to make a pigment. The pigment is applied 
to paper or another dye absorbing material and left to dry in a 
darkened area. Once dry, the material is layered with objects or 
large format negatives and exposed to the sun. 

Depending on the stength of UV coming from the sun, the 
image will take a few days or sometime weeks to expose, so 
results are not able to be achieved during the workshop, but 
can be taken home to complete exposure.

Chemigrams

Workshops can range from 1 hour sessions to 1/2 day classes and will result in 
finished prints to be taken away. 

A Chemigram is a cameraless photographic printing process that uses any old, out 
of date or fogged photographic paper along with photographic chemicals and common 
house hold chemicals and substances.

Chemicals and substances are applied to the surface of the photographic paper; 
acting as a resist. The resist holds back the chemicals from the surface of the 
photographic paper and prevent selected areas from developing or fixing. This allows 
patters and images to form according to the rate that the resist is removed by the 
photographic chemical. Using other household chemicals an array of colours can be 
achieved from normal black and white photographic paper. 

During an extended workshop, prints can be left flat for chemicals to crystallise on 
the surface, producing a more textured and fragile print. 



Photograms

Workshops can range from drop-in 30 min 
sessions to 1/2 day classes and will result 
in finished prints to be taken away. 

The Photogram is a cameraless 
photographic printing process produced in 
the darkroom. It requires a light source for 
exposure- this could be an enlarger, torch, 
match, lamp or phone -and light sensitive 
photographic paper. 

Objects, materials or digital negatives are 
placed onto the light sensitive photographic 
paper and exposed to a light source. 
Different light sources will produce different 
shadows, contrasts and effects. 

Once the exposure is made, the paper 
is developed as a traditional photographic 
print and will display a negative image of 
the objects and materials that were placed 
on the paper. Objects with translucent 
or transparent properties can achieve 
particularly interesting results.

During an extended workshop print can be 
reversed, to produce both a negative and 
positive print. 

Pinhole cameras 

Workshops can range from 1-hour sessions to 1/2 day classes and will 
result in finished prints and cameras to be taken away.   

A pinhole camera is a basic camera made without a lens, but using a 
pinhole as an aperture to let the light in. They can be constructed out of 
a box, tin or container, sealed on all sides. 

Once the camera has been constructed, In a darkroom, light sensitive 
photographic paper is loaded into the camera and sealed up. Participants 
can try using both normal photogaphic paper to produce a negative 
image and direct positive paper, to create a positive image. Exposure 
times will be calculated according to the strength of light and size of 
pinhole. Once the exposure has been made, the paper is removed in the 
darkroom and developed as a traditional photographic print. 



Flower pounding

Workshops can range from drop-in 20 min sessions to 1/2 day 
classes and will result in finished prints to be taken away. 

Flower pounding is natural printing process that uses fresh flowers 
and leaves. Materials and specimens are collected and picked for the 
workshop. These fresh plant materials are placed between a piece of 
cloth and watercolour paper and, using a hammer or smooth stone 
they are pummelled to release the natural pigments. This results in dye 
staining both the paper and the fabric, to leaving behind a natural print. 

Soil Chromatography

Workshops can range from 1.5-hour sessions to 1/2 day classes and will 
result in finished prints to be taken away. 

Chromatography is a technique traditionally used to separate components held 
within inks and dyes. In this workshop, we will be working with samples of soil 
and dirt rather than inks or dyes. 

Soils are collected and finely ground down and mixed with water and sodium 
hydroxide to produce a pigment solution. This is absorbed through a central 
wick in a piece of filter paper that has been previously prepared with silver 
nitrate. Most of the minerals held within the soil are invisible without the use 
of silver nitrate. By drawing the solution through a central hole in the filter 
paper, the minerals form concentric circles according to the speeds they are 
transported at.

Once the soil has been transported, prints are 
laid out in the sun to continue developing.


